PROMOTIONAL
MARKETING
IDEABOOK

The Power of Promotional
Products in Healthcare
Hospitals and health systems are always searching
for simple ways to improve the patient experience,
boost satisfaction scores, and strengthen their brand.
Sometimes it is a genuine gesture by a nurse, or a
doctor escorting a family to a patient room, other
times it is through the use of promotional products!
There are many opportunities in healthcare such as
job fairs, employee recognition ceremonies, events,
and fundraisers to promote your brand and make a
direct impact on your patient population and the
surrounding community. At Taylor Healthcare, we
believe there are 6 major overarching applications
for promotional products in healthcare. These broad
categories will help you quickly locate your campaign
objective and browse a series of promotional products
or kits to address your needs.

Patient Experience			
Brand Management		
Nutrition & Wellness		
Employee Recognition		
Nurse & Physician Recruitment
Community Fundraising

PATIENT
EXPERIENCE
The Beryl Institute defines the patient experience as “the sum of all
interactions, shaped by an organization’s culture, that influence patient
perceptions across the continuum of care.”
Taylor Healthcare’s patient experience products and kits are designed
to enhance each patient interaction. From admissions to discharge give
your patients a reason to rate your organization high on HCAHPS
surveys. Consider what we can do to promote a positive patient experience:
• Patient Amenity Kits
• Sleep Kits

CASE IN POINT
SLEEP KITS AT NEW ENGLAND HOSPITAL
Problem: An almost 400-bed New England-area hospital was receiving patient
and family complaints about noise on patient floors. The noise negatively
impacted recovery and ultimately patient satisfaction and HCAHPS scores.
Solution: Taylor Healthcare worked with the directors of patient experience and
corporate contracting to develop a solution to help patients sleep better while
in the hospital—a sleep kit that includes: a zip pouch, a welcome card printed
in English and Spanish, ear plugs, a sleep mask and headphones.
Additionally, Taylor Healthcare and staff did extensive sampling and testing to
ensure bed control system compatibility.
Results: The kits have been well received. They have been ordered multiple
times and are used on all inpatient floors.
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BRAND
MANAGEMENT
From apparel and uniforms to new brand identity roll-outs, Taylor
Healthcare has clever ideas for new healthcare-specific promotional
items and programs that engage patients and staff, while differentiating
the brand. You want your healthcare brand to be well recognized by
your surrounding community and one way to do it is through our suite
of brand management promotional products and kits. Consider these
types of items to promote your brand:
• Uniforms and Scrubs
• Badges and Badge Reels
• Mini Lobby Kit in a Box

CASE IN POINT
MULTIPLE PRODUCTS TO INTRODUCE NEW BRAND AND HIGHLIGHT
BRAND STANDARDS
Problem: A state department of health services was unveiling a new logo and
branding standards to the entire state. The department director wanted to
provide multiple unique products that showcased the new logo and highlighted
the new branding standards sourced from a single vendor.
Solution: Taylor Healthcare used a consultative approach to identify appropriate
materials within the department’s budget and drew upon our extensive network
of suppliers to source multiple products including: writing instruments, lanyards,
lapel pins, badge reels, key chains, water bottles and coffee mugs.
Results: Taylor Healthcare managed multiple suppliers to provide up to 500
each of at least seven different products in a tight time frame.
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NUTRITION &
WELLNESS
Finding fun ways to promote wellness and nutrition is important for
healthcare organizations. You want your patient population to remain
healthy after they leave your facility. Give them a gift they will remember,
and an item that can help them manage their health. Try these nutrition
and wellness products with your next patient or at your next company
event:
• Cookbooks
• Portion Plates
• Healthy Eating Calendars

CASE IN POINT
VEGETABLE BOXES FOR A STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Problem: A state bureau of nutrition and physical activity wanted to promote healthy food
choices and physically active lifestyles for low-income families. The department was looking
for something new and different to share for a statewide nutritional campaign. Taylor
Healthcare staff brainstormed with the bureau staff to identify an opportunity to put fresh
produce in the hands of low-income families.
Solution: Taylor Healthcare introduced the concept of a nutrition network plant and herb
cube to the bureau. The wooden cube has customizable external packaging and includes
a small ceramic pot, soil and vegetable or herb seeds for growing. We offered cubes
including seeds for tomatoes, cucumbers, kale, mint, peppers, oregano and cilantro. The
bureau was able to mix and match as many herbs and vegetables as they would like.
Results: Taylor Healthcare was able to deliver the cubes within 90 days of the order. The
bureau will be able to provide the cubes statewide because of our competitive pricing.
More importantly, they are able to achieve their goals of teaching low-income families
about the value of fresh produce and showcase the potential for a “Farmer’s Market”
program later.
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EMPLOYEE
RECOGNITION
Taylor Healthcare’s promotional marketing offering includes crafty ways
to encourage teamwork or reward outstanding performance at your
hospital or health system. Create and manage awards and prize distribution
with ease. Consider the types of promotional items we have to recognize
employees:
• Crystal Awards and Plaques
• Pins and Training Certificates
• Transactional Brands & Gifts

CASE IN POINT
HEALTH SYSTEM PINS
Problem: A New England-area health system wanted to honor employees with
significant service anniversaries with a special gift that represented the brand.
The health system’s existing vendor did not have any local representatives who
could work with system staff to develop a fresh approach.
Solution: Taylor Healthcare’s national sales network means that our customers
have a real person to work with. Our dedicated healthcare representatives know
the marketplace and provide a consultative approach—working with our customers
to provide the best and most cost-effective solutions to marketing needs.
Results: Taylor Healthcare worked with the health system to provide branded,
die-struck iron and enamel pins with a deluxe clutch for between 300-500
employees annually. The pins, which arrive in a plastic presentation box, generally
are pinned to the system employee’s badge to highlight their years of service
and reinforce brand.

CASE IN POINT
JACKETS
Problem: An East Coast hospital wanted to provide jackets to more than 6,000
employees to thank them for their service.
Solution: Taylor Healthcare worked with the supply chain department to identify
and price the jackets and then provided on-site project management for the
jackets. Taylor Healthcare staff fitted more than 6,000 employees during 20
fitting events in more than a dozen locations for their jackets to ensure proper
sizing! Taylor employees scheduled the fittings to accommodate every shift and
department.
Results: More than 6,000 employees showcase the health system’s brand all
over the region. The jackets were so well received by employees, Taylor Healthcare
created a storefront so employees can buy system apparel. The system’s marketing
team also created a contest to take photos of the jackets in special places. The
marketing department received photos from all over the country and published
them in their internal newsletter.
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NURSE & PHYSICIAN
RECRUITMENT
To be a well-respected hospital or health system, you have to a best in
class team of doctors and nurses. One way to recruit and retain these
important members of your organization is through the use of promotional
products. Consider giving a prospective nurse a pen from your hospital,
or a new doctor a branded lab coat. Taylor Healthcare has the items to
help you recruit and retain the individuals that keep your organization
running:
• Physician Lab Coats
• Pens and Coffee Mugs
• Name Plates and Office Signs

CASE IN POINT
DISPLAY SIGNS/GRAPHICS AND BRANDED PROMO ITEMS
Problem: A Northeast medical center wanted to showcase and differentiate
their brand during an event to recruit healthcare professionals including nurses
and physicians.
Solution: Taylor Healthcare tapped into our national supplier network and
provided a banner and tablecloth for the center and several branded promotional
items including: hand sanitizer, ear buds and first aid kits.
Results: In addition to the promotional items for the recruitment fair, Taylor
Healthcare will be creating a branded tote with additional customized items for
upcoming recruiting opportunities and employee recognition events.
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COMMUNITY
FUNDRAISING
An important part of the financial lifeblood of a healthcare organization
is their fundraising efforts. Raising money for specific initiatives such
as a new wing opening or raising awareness around a particular disease
can be challenging. Taylor Healthcare has the promotional items to help
you raise money and promote your brand in the community. Consider
these promotional items to support your efforts:
• Awareness Color Bracelets

CASE IN POINT
COMMUNITY RELATIONS & FUNDRAISING
Problem: A national, not-for-profit healthcare awareness organization needed
a provider who was able to provide unique promotional products to drive
awareness and to thank volunteers, donors and participants.
Solution: Taylor Healthcare’s account and ideation teams works closely with
the organization’s leadership in identifying unique products that fit with the
mission of the organization. From signage and banners, to medallions and
apparel—and everything in between—Taylor Healthcare continues to provide
unique products to create awareness and to say thank you.
Results: Year after year, the non-profit works closely with Taylor Healthcare in
planning for their calendar of fundraising events. Taylor Healthcare has increasingly
become a trusted partner—helping drive unique ideas to ensure these events
are a success and that the non-profit meets its fundraising goals.
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THANK YOU.
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